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Honorable Members of national Parliaments and of the European Parliament, 
Ministers, Ladies and Gentlemen,  
 
I would like to thank you very much for this invitation to make a contribution on the 
subject of SME internationalization, which is very central in BUSINESSEUROPE‟s 
thinking about bringing Europe back on the path to growth. 
 
Before addressing this topic, let me briefly present  BUSINESSEUROPE to you.  
 
BUSINESSEUROPE is the leading advocate for growth and competitiveness at 
European level, standing up for companies across the continent and campaigning on 
the issues that most influence their performance. As a recognized social partner, 
BUSINESSEUROPE speaks for all-sized enterprises in 34 European countries.   
 
Opportunities and challenges of globalization for SMEs 
 
Everybody can witness that globalisation has brought a major shift to the economic 
environment of the European SMEs.  
 
First, the progressively disappearing borders are exposing all companies to new 
markets, which have enormous potential, like the developing and emerging countries‟ 
markets. These markets will account for 60% of world GDP by 2030. 
 
Second, disappearing borders mean increased international competition.  
 
Consequently SMEs that do not consider internationalization are self-imposing a 
severe restriction on their potential for long term survival. By the way, 
internationalization should not be seen as meaning export or import only; it can also 
take the form of investment abroad or technology cooperation with non-domestic 
partners. 
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European SMEs are not performing badly on internationalization, but that they could do 
much better. About 25% of all EU-based SMEs are involved in exports to the Internal 
Market or beyond.  This shows that there remains a significant potential for increase. 
Let‟s keep in mind that in Germany, 57% of medium-sized industrial companies do 
export.  
 
EU SMEs that are internationally active outside the EU represent only 13% of the EU 
SME population.  So, here again, there is large scope for improvement. 
 
Developing an internationalization strategy is first of all the responsibility of each SME. 
But SME awareness and action on this issue can be strongly encouraged by public 
policy at national, regional and EU level.  
 
I would like to focus my contribution today on action needed at EU level. I will first look 
at the well established EU policy areas used to promote SME internationalization. I will 
then turn to some strategic issues which do not receive enough attention at EU level, 
like the development of strong global value chains.  
 
In the current EU policy agenda, BUSINESSEUROPE attaches a high priority to the 
actions aimed at opening markets, which are essential to help SME internationalization. 
 
SME access to the single market 
 
As you know, there is still a lot to do for achieving the single market.  
 
One matter that needs particular attention is the differing ways that EU single market 
legislation is transposed at national level. In order for the European single market to 
function smoothly, similar rules for the market are required in the EU Member States. 
These rules are decided jointly at EU level, but barriers for businesses to trade in the 
single market might arise if Governments choose to implement jointly adopted rules in 
a way that raises costs for enterprises.  
 
EU Directives may give Governments room to exceed the minimum level that is 
required to implement EU Directives correctly. When national implementation of EU 
legislation exceeds the minimum level that a legal act requires, one talks about “gold-
plating”. While authorized under EU law, decisions by Member States to „gold-plate‟ 
EU-legislation can lead to a fractured single market and generate disincentives for 
SMEs to internationalize.  
 
While acknowledging Member States‟ established discretion in terms of implementation 
of certain EU Directives, BUSINESSEUROPE believes that, when gold-plating impacts 
negatively on enterprise and growth, it should in principle be avoided.  As a minimum, a 
competent authority should explain why there is a perceived necessity to gold plate, 
even at the price of complicating trade and investment in the EU. A mandatory 
explanation should be given to the European Commission. 
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The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership 
 
I would like now to underline the enormous importance of the TTIP – the Transatlantic 
Trade and Investment Partnership being negotiated.  
 
The TTIP will bring benefits to the entire transatlantic society in terms of economic 
growth and creation of jobs. For the EU, independent studies point out to an additional 
GDP growth of 0.5%, translating into 120 billions of EUROs annually, and in 1,300,000 
additional jobs in the EU. 
 
 
SMEs will have the most to gain from TTIP. Today, the costs for trading across the 
Atlantic are prohibitively large for SMEs. Tariffs are one element, but especially the 
differences in technical specifications, standards and conformity assessment 
procedures leave SMEs with onerous administrative burdens, which discourage them 
from engaging in transatlantic trade. 
 
BUSINESSEUROPE therefore calls on politicians, trade unions and civil society 
organisations to work towards delivering a truly ambitious agreement.   
 
EU instruments and policy approaches for supporting SME internationalization 
 
The EU also promotes SME internationalization through financing or running dedicated 
support organisations. As examples of these organisations or programmes, I can 
mention:  
 

- the “Enterprise Europe Network” (or “EEN”), which helps European SMEs to 

connect with partners outside the domestic market; 

- the “EU Business Centres” financed by the EU in Asia; 

- the training programmes and missions organized for approaching the Japanese 

market. 

These programmes are delivering significant results – some more than others. 
Continued attention must be paid to give adequate visibility to these programmes, and 
to ensure that they focus on areas where they can bring added value compared to 
national initiatives.  
 
But cost-effectiveness considerations should also apply at a higher macro-economic 
level.  
 
The EU countries work with more than 1200 public and private services supporting the 
internationalization of European SMEs. 
 
On paper, this represents a huge toolbox at the disposal of SMEs. But in fact, this 
toolbox is not optimized to enable European SMEs to exploit the full business potential 
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of non-European countries.  There are gaps in the service offer and missed 
opportunities for synergy between players. 
 
That‟s why BUSINESSEUROPE supported the proposal, made by the Barosso II 
Commission, to bring a European dimension to the supply of services for SMEs in a 
number of priority third markets.  
 
One should however not try to develop this European dimension in everything, taking 
an idealistic starting point and forgetting that the Treaties themselves give broad 
competences to Member States for trade promotion. This competition between 
Member States is a fact and will probably remain the only realistic and efficient model 
for a number of support functions. But all the support functions do not show the same 
degree of sensitiveness vis-à-vis European cooperation. There should be possibilities 
to share basic information on the market and the legal, tax and administrative 
environment, for example. A free of charge sharing system could perhaps be organized 
with the support of the Commission. By contrast, more specialized information could be 
provided against payment. This whole issue should be revisited by the Juncker 
Commission. 
 
The need for a resolute EU strategy supporting an industrial renaissance in Europe 
 
My final point is about the mega-trends which drive the development of industry 
globally. Robust strategies for SME internationalization can only be built if these trends 
are well understood. 
 
The huge global markets linked to life sciences, transport infrastructure and 
environmental technologies will increasingly be served by strong global value chains. 
These value chains are lead by large global “frontrunners”, which have an important 
carrier function because they offer platforms for other firms to integrate in the chain. As 
a result, domestically oriented SMEs and service providers also have the chance to 
taylor their products to suit world demand and benefit from global growth. SMEs can 
also significantly enhance their innovation capacity by cooperating along the value 
chain.  
 
Today, the average European country has more than 50% of its exports integrated in 
transnational value chains. But looking at the EU as one economy, only 30% of its 
exports are part of global value chains. This shows that Europe does not make optimal 
use of the value chain instrument for penetrating foreign markets. 
 
The current debate on designing a modern EU industrial policy should result in a much 
more business- and innovation-friendly framework, enabling more large Europe-based 
companies to act as frontrunners. This economic framework should also enable ever 
more SMEs to reach a sufficient level of efficiency and of “technological readiness” to 
be attractive to join forces with the frontrunners. Enabling frontrunners and SMEs to 
move forward together is not only key for promoting SME internationalization. In fact, it 
is also a basic condition for stopping the decline of European industry.   
 

*** 


